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ABSTRACT
We analyze hydrodynamic simulations of turbulent, star-forming molecular clouds that are post-processed
with the photo-dissociation region astrochemistry code 3D-PDR. We investigate the sensitivity of 15 commonly
applied turbulence statistics to post-processing assumptions, namely variations in gas temperature, abundance
and external radiation field. We produce synthetic 12CO(1-0) and CI(3P1-3P0) observations and examine how the
variations influence the resulting emission distributions. To characterize differences between the datasets, we
perform statistical measurements, identify diagnostics sensitive to our chemistry parameters, and quantify the
statistic responses by using a variety of distance metrics. We find that multiple turbulent statistics are sensitive
not only to the chemical complexity but also to the strength of the background radiation field. The statistics
with meaningful responses include principal component analysis, spatial power spectrum and bicoherence. A
few of the statistics, such as the velocity coordinate spectrum, are primarily sensitive to the type of tracer being
utilized, while others, like the∆-variance, strongly respond to the background radiation field. Collectively, these
findings indicate that more realistic chemistry impacts the responses of turbulent statistics and is necessary for
accurate statistical comparisons between models and observed molecular clouds.
Keywords: stars: formation, stars:low-mass, stars:winds, outflows, ISM: jets and outflows, turbulence
1. INTRODUCTION
The formation and evolution of molecular clouds is shaped
by the interplay between turbulence, gravity and magnetic
fields. Observational and numerical studies suggest that stel-
lar feedback—a process in which forming stars inject energy
into their local environment—also influences cloud energet-
ics across a broad range of scales (Frank et al. 2014). The
combination of these processes introduces complex, hierar-
chical velocity and density structure.
A variety of 2D and 3D statistics have been developed
to analyze spectral data cubes, quantify cloud structure and
compare regions. The best statistics are able to extract under-
lying physical properties like the velocity power spectrum
(Brunt & Heyer 2013) and respond predictably to changes
in bulk system properties, such as the turbulent Mach num-
ber, influence of gravity or magnetic field strength (Burkhart
et al. 2009; Correia et al. 2014; Burkhart et al. 2015; Koch
et al. 2017). Numerical simulations play an important role
in testing and calibrating statistical metrics. In turn, compar-
Email: rboyden@email.arizona.edu
isons between observations and simulations provide a means
to evaluate the accuracy of initial conditions and theoretical
models.
Missing information, line-of-sight projection and non-
linear radiative transfer effects complicate the reconstruc-
tion of physical quantities directly from cloud emission (e.g.,
Beaumont et al. 2013). Consequently, effective comparison
of observations and numerical simulations requires “syn-
thetic observations,” whereby simulations are post-processed
to predict the emission assuming the model is a real ob-
ject, observed by a specific instrument at some point in the
sky (Goodman 2011). Over the last decade the necessity of
“apples-to-apples” comparisons has been widely accepted
and increasingly pursued. A burgeoning number of studies
have produced synthetic observations and compared with
observational data, efforts that have been facilitated by the
public availability of a variety of radiative transfer codes
(Robitaille 2011; Dullemond 2012; Brinch & Hogerheijde
2010).
Meanwhile, a large body of work has been devoted to de-
veloping and evaluating the efficacy of different statistics in
across a range of physical regimes (e.g., see Koch et al. 2017,
and citations therein). However, few of these studies concern
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cross-comparisons between different statistics. Recent work
by Yeremi et al. (2014) and Koch et al. (2017) has made sig-
nificant headway towards rigorous comparisons of common
metrics with the objective of unifying approaches within a
single framework. Such efforts give increasing confidence in
the robustness of the “yardstick” by which data comparisons
are made.
However, evaluating the success of these efforts and rel-
evance of a given statistic is not always straight-forward.
Agreement between a particular dataset and a given synthetic
observation does not automatically confer correctness on the
underlying model and its specific properties: a range of phys-
ical conditions may be degenerate for a given statistic, or
worse, may be ill-suited to certain regions of parameter space
(Burkhart et al. 2013b; Boyden et al. 2016; Koch et al. 2017).
Finally, details of the post-processing pipeline differ between
studies, and a variety of short-cuts are often adopted. Exactly
how these assumptions impact the simulation-observation
agreement has not been well-characterized. In the present
study, we consider this last factor on the production of syn-
thetic observations.
Ideally, the post-processing pipeline between the model
and synthetic observation accurately accounts for dust or
molecular abundances, radiative transfer and instrumental
limitations, including noise, resolution and completeness.
Some studies perform full radiative transfer, while others
assume local thermodynamic equilibrium or adopt the lo-
cal velocity gradient (LVG) approach. Hydrodynamic codes
that calculate chemistry in-situ eliminate one factor in the
pipeline, albeit by adopting simplified chemical networks
(Glover & Mac Low 2011; Bertram et al. 2014, 2015). Alter-
natively, stand-alone astrochemistry codes are used to com-
pute the three-dimensional temperature and abundance distri-
bution in post-processing, allowing full-networks and more
complex chemistry to be considered (Bisbas et al. 2013;
Offner et al. 2014). Most simply, many studies continue to
adopt simple functions for abundance and temperature distri-
butions (Krumholz et al. 2007; Offner et al. 2009; Burkhart
et al. 2013a; Boyden et al. 2016).
The final piece of the pipeline involves instrumental
modeling. This can take a variety of forms, including
channel/band-pass modeling (Offner et al. 2012b; Koepferl
et al. 2016), beam convolution (Offner et al. 2008, 2012b)
and synthesizing noise characteristics (Koepferl et al. 2016).
In comparisons with interferometry data, where emission is
absent on specific scales, accounting for the telescope con-
figuration and sensitivity is particularly crucial (e.g., Offner
et al. 2012a; Mairs et al. 2014; Dunham et al. 2016).
In this study, we assess the impact of the chemistry pipeline
step on synthetic observations and the resulting statistical
characteristics. This paper builds on several previous papers
that harnessed synthetic CO observations of numerical simu-
lations to explore astrostatistics. Yeremi et al. (2014) devel-
oped and tested a framework for comparing statistical metrics
based on experimental design. Koch et al. (2017) developed
a statistical analysis package, TURBUSTAT1, and used it in
combination with experimental design to assess the respon-
siveness of a variety of common metrics to physical parame-
ters like Mach number, driving scale, plasma beta parameter
and virial parameter. Finally, Boyden et al. (2016, henceforth
B16) applied TURBUSTAT to simulations of stellar winds in-
teracting with molecular clouds and investigated the respon-
siveness of each statistic to stellar feedback. However, all
these studies assumed constant molecular abundance. Under-
standing how gas chemistry affects the statistical responses is
a natural continuation of this prior work: this study provides
a more realistic test of simulation-observation comparisons
and the efficacy of statistical diagnostics.
In this paper, we focus on three major comparisons: astro-
chemistry versus no astrochemistry, carbon monoxide ver-
sus neutral carbon emission as a gas tracer, and standard UV
external radiation field versus an amplified UV field. We
analyze the outputs of hydrodynamic simulations of turbu-
lent star-forming molecular clouds performed by Offner et al.
(2013). Offner et al. (2014) post-processed these simulations
to obtain gas temperatures and chemical abundances assum-
ing an external irradiation. Here, we produce synthetic obser-
vations representing the nearby Perseus molecular cloud and
apply the TURBUSTAT packaged developed by Koch et al.
(2017, henceforth K17). Together, the statistics characterize
the data and distill complex emission information into more
manageable one-dimensional or two-dimensional forms. We
then examine the response of the statistics with and without
abundance variation, with and without temperature variation
and different cloud irradiation for both CO and atomic Car-
bon emission. §2 discusses our approach in more detail. §3
presents the statistics and discusses the statistical responses
to our chemistry parameters. §4 compares the distance met-
rics and quantifies the statistical responses that we describe in
§3. We discuss the results in §5 and summarize our conclu-
sions in §6. We note that §3 and §4 contain similar content,
but they highlight different components of our analysis. If
the reader is primarily interested in examining the statistical
diagnostics of astrochemistry parameters, we suggest focus-
ing on §3. For those interested in seeing what the distances
look like for our simulation suite, we suggest reading §4.
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Hydrodynamic Simulations
We analyze a hydrodynamic simulation of a turbulent, star-
forming molecular cloud performed by Offner et al. (2013),
1 http://turbustat.readthedocs.io
3which these authors labeled Rm6. We provide a brief sum-
mary here and refer the reader to that paper for numerical
details. The calculation was performed with the ORION
adaptive mesh refinement code. It assumes periodic bound-
ary conditions and represents a 600 M piece of a Milky Way
cloud. The domain size of 2 pc and the base grid size is 2563.
The calculation has four AMR levels, for a minimum resolu-
tion of 100 AU. The gas velocity is initialized using a random
field with power on large scales (wavenumbers k = 1−2) and
a global velocity dispersion of 1.25 km/s. For our model ve-
locity and density distribution, we choose a snapshot at one
free fall time, during which 17.6% of the gas has collapsed
into stars.
2.2. Synthetic Observations
We adopt chemistry calculations from Offner et al. (2014),
where the 3D photo-dissociation (PDR) code, 3D-PDR (Bis-
bas et al. 2013), is applied to the hydrodynamic simulations
described above. The network contains H, He, C, O, Mg, S
and Fe species and the networks are evolved assuming an
isotropic radiation field irradiates the cloud at the domain
boundaries. We consider both 1 Draine and 10 Draine fields,
where 1 Draine is the standard unit defined by Draine (1978)
and represents the typical local radiation field in the Milky
Way. In these calculations, the elemental abundances, ion-
ization rates and linewidths that are typical for star-forming
clouds (see Offner et al. 2014, for further details).
Next, we use RADMC-3D2 to compute the 12CO (1-0)
and CI (3P1-3P0) emission. Prior observational and numer-
ical studies have shown that these tracers have similar emis-
sion distributions and reliably trace H2 abundances in dif-
fuse molecular gas (e.g., Oka et al. 2001; Papadopoulos et al.
2004; Offner et al. 2014; Glover et al. 2015). To solve the
equations of radiative statistical equilibrium, we adopt the
Large Velocity Gradient approach (e.g., Shetty et al. 2011),
and we input the tracer abundances and temperatures that
were computed with 3D-PDR and the densities and veloc-
ities from the ORION simulation. The resulting position-
position-velocity (PPV) spectral cubes have a velocity range
of ±10 km s−1 and spectral resolution of ∆v = 0.078 km s−1.
RADMC-3D does not consider the freeze-out of CO onto dust
grains, which begins to occur around nH2 ∼ 104 cm−3, so
the chemical abundances in the densest regions are overes-
timated. Table 1 lists the approximate mean optical depth
calculated from the RADMC-3D level populations, gas tem-
peratures and abundances. The optical depth of the emission
line along a particular line of sight is given by
τ =
∑
i
Aulc3
4(2pi)3/2Mcsν3ul
nu
(
nlgu
nugl
−1
)
∆xi, (1)
2 http://www.ita.uni-heidelberg.de/~dullemond/software/radmc-3d/
Table 1. Model Properties a
Model Line UV Field Chemistry τ¯
CO1DAT 12CO(1-0) 1 Draine AT 1.5
CO1DT 12CO(1-0) 1 Draine T 0.2
CO1D 12CO(1-0) 1 Draine Full 3D-PDR 3.6
CO10D 12CO(1-0) 10 Draine Full 3D-PDR 8.5
C1DAT CI(3P1-3P0) 1 Draine AT 12.6
C1DT CI(3P1-3P0) 1 Draine T 4.6
C1D CI(3P1-3P0) 1 Draine Full 3D-PDR 13.7
C10D CI(3P1-3P0) 10 Draine Full 3D-PDR 0.3
aModel name, emission line, external radiation field, chemical
complexity and mean optical line depth for each model. Here,
1 Draine (1D) is the typical interstellar radiation field strength
as described by Draine (1978). A 10D model has a 10 Draine
external field. Names containing “AT” refer to models that
assume uniform abundance and gas temperature. Models with
“T” only have uniform temperature but the abundances vary
assuming an external field as computed by 3D-PDR. “Full
3D-PDR” describes models with local variation in both gas
abundances and temperatures as computed by 3D-PDR. The
mean optical depth is computed by averaging over all lines of
sight, where the average excludes sight-lines if the line center
optical depth has τ < 10−2.
where νul is the transition frequency, M is the simulation
Mach number, cs is the sound speed, ∆xi is the cell width,
A is the Einstein coefficient, n is the number density, and
the subscripts u and l denote the upper and lower levels, re-
spectively (Tielens 2005). This estimate assumes a Gaussian
line shape. For our synthetic clouds, the emission is typically
quite optically thick through the cloud center, optically thin
around the edges and marginally optically thick on average.
Finally, we set the PPV cubes at the distance of the Perseus
molecular cloud, d =250 pc, and add simulated instrumental
noise (σrms = 0.1 K for 12CO, and σrms = 0.15 K for CI),
which is typical for local regions like the Perseus molecular
cloud (Ridge et al. 2006). We convert intensity to an antenna
temperature by using the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation, and
we assume the aperture/antenna efficiencies are unity. The
peaks of bright lines in our models range from ∼ 20− 50 K,
so we calculate peak signal-noise of ∼ 100−500 in our PPV
cubes.
Table 1 provides a description of our model suite, which
examines different degrees of chemical complexity. Four
models adopt the temperature and abundances as computed
by 3D-PDR in the radiative transfer step, two models assume
uniform abundance and temperature (CO1DAT and C1DAT),
and two models have abundance variation but uniform tem-
perature (CO1DT and C1DT). The models with uniform den-
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sity and temperature have a constant CO abundance of 10−4
per H2, a constant carbon abundance of 10−4 per H2 (Frerking
et al. 1982), and an average gas temperature of 22 K, which
is the mean gas temperature calculated by 3D-PDR with a 1
Draine field. The models with constant temperature only use
the 3D-PDR computed abundances but assume all the gas is
22 K.
Figure 1 displays the integrated intensity for each model.
In general, the CO models are brighter than the C models,
and the CO models show more filamentary substructure in
the more diffuse cloud regions than the C models. Both
tracers follow similar trends with the chemistry parameters.
Emission is lost in the cloud periphery as a result of photo-
dissociation when the gas abundances vary. When tempera-
ture variation is included, less emission comes from the well-
shielded gas in the cloud center, which is ∼ 10 K and colder
than the mean temperature, and more comes from warmer
gas near the cloud boundary. For C1D and CO1D, the in-
creasing emission due to the temperature variation mostly
offsets the reduction in the abundance caused by dissocia-
tion. Some gas remains well-shielded and cold even in the
presence of a 10 Draine field, although the mean tempera-
ture more than doubles to 57 K. As the chemical complexity
increases, the emission in the central regions becomes more
structured. However, the large-scale features of the simu-
lated cloud are retained throughout the post-processing. The
importance of these two competing factors depends on the
statistical metric of comparison.
2.3. Statistical Toolkit
We use the TURBUSTAT python package developed by K17
for our statistical analysis. The package is publicly available
and unifies 18 common turbulence statistics under a single
framework that enables quantitative comparisons between
datasets. It contains algorithms for the following statistics:
probability distribution function (PDF), PDF skewness, PDF
kurtosis, principal component analysis (PCA), spectral cor-
relation function (SCF), Cramer statistic, spatial power spec-
trum (SPS), velocity channel analysis (VCA), velocity coor-
dinate spectrum (VCS), modified velocity centroid (MVC),
bispectrum, ∆-variance, wavelet transform, genus, dendro-
gram leaves, dendrogram feature number and Tsallis statis-
tic. See K17 for the definitions and complete references to
the original formulations of these approaches.
K17 construct a pseudo-distance metric for each statistic.
Pseudo-distance metrics provide a framework by which the
sensitivity of different statistics to physical parameters can
be quantified. They encapsulate the comparison in one num-
ber, which quantifies the difference between two datasets.
Common examples of distances include the Euclidean norm,
Hellinger norm, weighted difference in slope, and a summed
weighted point-by-point difference. We caution that a phys-
ical parameter may impact a statistic in multiple ways, but
the corresponding distance metric will reflect only certain
changes based on its definition, e.g., the slope or the distri-
bution shape. K17 carefully select the distance metrics best-
suited for each TURBUSTAT statistic, and in some cases, like
the PDF, different options are possible. TURBUSTAT also al-
lows two different possibilities for normalizing the statistics
– here we normalize the absolute values of the data before
computing the distances to remove variations caused by the
different brightnesses of the CO and C emission.
Table 2 lists all the statistics that we consider in our anal-
ysis. Following the results of B16, we exclude MVC and
Tsallis statistics. Unlike B16, we also exclude the Cramer
statistic, as K17 finds it to be sensitive to trivial offsets and
noise. Our CO and C cubes have different noise levels, and
the CO emission is typically brighter than the C emission.
Consequently, we expect the Cramer statistic will likely re-
spond to these effects rather than model parameters.
Table 2 groups the statistics based on their definitions. In-
tensity statistics quantify the emission distributions, Fourier
statistics analyze N-dimensional power spectra obtained
through spatial integration techniques and morphology statis-
tics characterize the structure of the emission (B16). The
table also displays the distance metric associated with each
statistic and provides relevant citations. Depending on its
definition, a statistic is applied to the 3D PPV cube or evalu-
ated using the 2D integrated-intensity map.
K17 examined the stability of the distance metrics for these
statistics, in order to ensure that they are sensitive to under-
lying physics rather than random fluctuations driven by the
physical processes. Their approach confirms stability for the
formulations, but the statistics could be sensitive to parame-
ters not tested for. We refer the reader to that paper for further
details. In this analysis, we consider only the view along the
z-direction.
2.4. Parameterization Scope and Optical Depth
Normalization of the statistics prior to comparison ensures
that differences are driven by variation in line shape and
properties rather than total emission. By design, all the anal-
ysis is performed on the same density and velocity distribu-
tions, allowing us to isolate how choices in post-processing
impact the results.
One implicit but fundamental parameter of the study is
optical depth. Including variation in abundances and tem-
peratures and increasing the radiation field both change the
typical optical depth. Table 1 indicates the mean line opti-
cal depth for each model. AT models adopt the maximum
abundance typical in well-shielded molecular regions. Con-
sequently, applying an external field dissociates and ionizes a
significant amount of gas near the domain boundary, thereby
reducing the overall abundance. The stronger the field, the
5Figure 1. Integrated intensity maps for all models. In order to simplify comparisons between models, CO runs (top row) and C runs (bottom
row) are plotted with different color-maps. White pixels correspond to intensity values below the noise threshold, and we omit them from our
analysis.
Table 2. Statistics a
Family Name Comparison Metric Key Citations
Probability Distribution Function (PDF) Histogramb Nordlund & Padoan (1999)
PDF Skewness Histogramb Kowal et al. (2007); Burkhart et al. (2009)
Intensity PDF Kurtosis Histogramb Kowal et al. (2007); Burkhart et al. (2009)
Statistics Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Eigenvalues Heyer & Schloerb (1997); Brunt & Heyer (2002a,b, 2013)
Spectral Correlation Function (SCF) Surface Rosolowsky et al. (1999); Padoan et al. (1999)
Spatial Power Spectrum (SPS) Power-law Slopeb Lazarian & Pogosyan (2004)
Velocity Channel Analysis (VCA) Power-law Slope Lazarian & Pogosyan (2000, 2004)
Fourier Velocity Coordinate Spectrum (VCS) Power-law Slope Lazarian & Pogosyan (2004, 2006)
Statistics Bispectrum Bicoherence Matrixb Burkhart et al. (2009, 2010)
∆-Variance Spline Fitb Stutzki et al. (1998); Ossenkopf et al. (2008a,b)
Wavelet Transform Power-law Slopeb Gill & Henriksen (1990)
Genus Spline Fitb Gott et al. (1986); Kowal et al. (2007)
Morphology Dendrogram Leaves Power-law Slope Rosolowsky et al. (2008); Goodman et al. (2009)
Statistics Dendrogram Feature Number Histogram Burkhart et al. (2013b)
aList of all statistics we calculate, grouped by family. The third column indicates the form of the pseudo-distance metric used to assess the
degree of difference between two data cubes. The mathematical definition for each is given in K17. The last column lists seminal papers that
have either developed or explored this statistic in detail in the context of molecular clouds.
bStatistics that are performed using the 2D integrated emission rather than the full 3D spectral cube.
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Figure 2. Intensity as a function of velocity for each model at
(x,y) = (0,0) pc, i.e., the middle of the cloud (top panels), and
(x,y) = (−0.5,0) pc. The estimated optical depths are [4.8, 0.4,
5.9 and 1.1] (top) and [2.8, 0.6, 5.6, 2.0] (bottom) for CO1DAT,
CO1DT, CO1D and CO10D, respectively, and [47.2, 6.0, 18.0 and
0.2] (top) and [24.5, 3.0, 5.2, 0.6] (bottom) for C1DAT, C1DT, C1D
and C10D, respectively.
less neutral, molecular gas is present. Models including tem-
perature variation have a broader range of excitation, which
impacts the level populations. For example, the dense gas is
cooler, since it is closer to∼ 10 K than the mean temperature
of ∼ 22 K assumed for the “T” models, while the lower den-
sity gas is warmer. The net result is that the gas is slightly
brighter in 12CO(1-0).
The changes in abundance, temperature and external field
cause the line shape to vary significantly between models at
a given location. Figure 2 shows the line-of-sight spectrum
for each model at two different locations. The figure illus-
trates that the CI lines at a given point are weaker and have
a smaller linewidth, which is consistent with observations.
The peak of the line depends strongly on the local gas tem-
perature, with warmer gas producing brighter emission. The
abundance significantly influences the linewidth, where dis-
sociation and ionization reduce the amount of gas contribut-
ing to the line and lead to fainter line-wings.
Optical depth can have a large impact on statistical re-
sponses. This is especially important to bear in mind for
12CO, which is commonly optically thick (Burkhart et al.
2013a; Beaumont et al. 2013). Thus, an ancillary goal of
this work is to assess the degree line shape and optical depth
impact the statistics we consider.
3. RESULTS
In this section, we present the statistical responses for
all models, and we identify qualitative differences between
them. Specifically, we examine how the statistics respond to
all three chemistry parameters: the inclusion of chemistry,
the use of different molecular tracers, and the impact of a
stronger radiation field.
In the following discussion, models labeled with an “X”
instead of a CO or C refer to results that are common to both
tracers, i.e., “X1D” refers to the results for both models com-
puted with full chemistry and an ordinary UV field.
3.1. Intensity Statistics
Here we present the results for the intensity statistics:
probability distribution function (PDF), PDF skewness, PDF
kurtosis, principal component analysis (PCA), and spectral
correlation function (SCF).
3.1.1. Probability Distribution Function
The PDF quantifies the spread of intensity values within
the data. Prior work has found correlations between the PDF
and Mach number (Padoan et al. 1997), turbulent forcing
(Federrath et al. 2008), gravity (Burkhart et al. 2015) and
feedback (B16). In this analysis, we calculate the PDF for
each 2D integrated-intensity map and normalize the distribu-
tions by their respective mean intensity values.
Figure 3. PDFs of the integrated intensity maps. CO models are
plotted in the upper panel, while all CI models are plotted on the
lower plot.
Figure 3 shows the computed PDFs, which exhibit similar
trends for both CO and CI. All models including abundance
variation (i.e. 3D-PDR) show a sharp increase in the number
of pixels at low intensities. We note that Figure 1 also dis-
plays a low-intensity excess for models including abundance
7variation: the images of models X1DT, X1D and X10 con-
tain a greater amount of ‘dark’ regions than models X1DAT.
Physically, the low-intensity excess corresponds to the do-
main boundary where 3D-PDR identifies the transition zone
between ionized and molecular gas. At the transition zone,
photodissociation is maximal. The radiation field dissoci-
ated more CO molecules, which leads to a larger quantity of
neutral gas. Consequently, we observe less CO emission, so
more regions of the cloud appear darker.
CO1DAT and C1DAT, the two models with uniform abun-
dance, have log-normal PDFs with no low-intensity excess.
Models with an amplified UV field produce the largest asym-
metry, since the shape and extent of the cloud boundary de-
pends on how much gas is heated and photo-disassociated by
external radiation.
To quantify differences between the PDFs, we fit each dis-
tribution to a commonly-adopted lognormal form (Federrath
et al. 2010). We use a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
to obtain the best fits to our models, and we compute the PDF
distance metric as the absolute difference of the fitted dis-
tribution widths, w, weighted by the quadrature-sum of the
fit uncertainties. The large spikes at low intensity, although
present in our simulations, exist at the noise boundary and
are unlikely to be observed. We therefore exclude the tails
from our model fitting by imposing minimum intensity cut-
offs for the each MLE calculation. This allows for effective
comparisons of primarily Gaussian behaviors. All measured
distribution widths are included in Appendix A.
We note that, in this paper we choose to use the lognormal
width to define the distance metric rather than the Hellinger
distance, which was previously adopted by B16 Many ob-
servational studies fit column density PDFs to a lognormal
model (i.e. Lombardi et al. 2010; Schneider et al. 2015), and
here we aim to highlight whether common post-processing
assumptions alone affect the lognormal fit.
3.1.2. Skewness and Kurtosis
The skewness and kurtosis quantify the shape of the inten-
sity distributions. Defined as the third-order PDF moment,
the skewness measures the asymmetry of a distribution. A
skewness of zero corresponds to a completely symmetric dis-
tribution. A positive skewness indicates that a distribution
has a longer right side that resembles a tail of positive (high-
intensity) values. A negative skewness denotes the opposite:
a longer tail of negative (low-intensity) values. The kurtosis
is the fourth-order PDF moment, which can be used to indi-
cate the outliers of a distribution. Gaussian distributions have
a kurtosis of three. To center the distributions, we subtract
three from all values. A distributions with a positive kurtosis
will contain a greater range of outliers than that of a Gaus-
sian, and so it will appear “strong-tailed.” Conversely, a dis-
tribution with a negative kurtosis will appear “weak-tailed”
and have less extreme outliers than that of a Gaussian.
For our comparisons, we measure the distribution of lo-
cal skewnesses and kurtoses using the integrated intensity
maps. We divide the square data grids into smaller circu-
lar regions with a radius of 5 pixels, as performed in B16
(see also Burkhart et al. 2009). As Figure 1 shows, several of
our integrated-intensity maps contain pixels below the noise
threshold. We exclude all noisy pixels from our analysis. So,
if a circular region contains at least one noisy pixel, then we
exclude that entire circular region from our analysis.
In Figures 4 and 5, we show the spatial distributions of the
skewness and kurtosis, respectively. We find that the cloud
structure is visible in both higher-order moments. Namely,
the distributions appear tightly correlated with discontinu-
ities (i.e. shocks). For all models, the largest positive skew-
nesses/kurtoses are often found in filamentary-like structures.
Figure 6 shows the binned skewness and kurtosis values.
The skewness PDFs all peak at zero, suggesting that, for a
majority of small regions within an integrated-intensity map,
the ‘localized’ intensity distribution is typically symmetric,
in part because the lines are typically a symmetric Gaus-
sian. The skewness PDFs themselves resemble Gaussians
and fall off at smaller or larger skewnesses. Models that in-
clude abundance variation yield a broader range of positive
skewness. We also note slight variations in the distributions
peaks, though altogether, the binned skewnesses show weak
responses to our simulation parameters.
The kurtosis PDFs behave similarly for all models. They
peak at ∼ −1 and have a tail towards positive kurtosis. This
trend indicates that the majority of local intensity distribu-
tions have extreme outliers, i.e. they are “strong-tailed.” As
chemistry and a stronger UV field are introduced, the kurtosis
PDF peaks flatten, and their tails become more significant.
A Hellinger norm is used as the distance metric for the
skewness and kurtosis statistics.
3.1.3. Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) identifies how a
dataset decomposes along a linearly uncorrelated orthogonal
basis. We use PCA to assess the scale-dependence of turbu-
lent velocity fluctuations of molecular clouds, as described
in Brunt & Heyer (2013). For our analysis, we calculate a 2D
covariance matrix between the velocity channels of the data
cubes and determine the corresponding eigenbasis by maxi-
mizing the variance along each eigenvector. The eigenvalues
represent the amount of variance projected onto the corre-
sponding eigenvectors, which are denoted as the “principal
components” of the PPV cubes.
Figure 7 shows the covariance matrices for each model.
We find that all models exhibit covariance across the same
range of velocity channels, |v| < 4 km s−1. However, the
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Figure 4. Spatial distributions of the local skewnesses for each integrated-intensity map. At each position, the skewness is computed for all
integrated intensities within a radius of 5 pixels. The colorbar denotes the skewness value.
Figure 5. Spatial distributions of kurtosis. At each position, the kurtosis is computed for all integrated intensities within a radius of 5 pixels. To
emphasize differences in structure, we scale the kurtosis magnitudes by dividing by the square root of the absolute value of the corresponding
kurtosis values.
9Figure 6. Kurtosis PDFs for the CO models (top-left) and C models
(bottom-left); skewness PDFs for the CO models top-right) and C
models (bottom-right).
magnitudes of the covariances strongly depend on whether
a model includes temperature variations or not. Models
X1DAT and X1DT show the strongest covariance at veloc-
ities |v| ∼ 3-4 km s−1. Having inspected the velocity chan-
nels, we find that the emission at |v| > 3 km s−1 is partic-
ularly compact: only a few pixels significantly contribute to
the emission, while the rest of the pixels are noisy. At smaller
velocity channels, the emission is more spatially distributed.
Velocities |v|> 3 km s−1 correspond to gravitational infall at
the locations of the most massive sink particles in the simu-
lation. The covariance peaks for models X1DAT and X1DT
trace these infall velocities, which are locally correlated.
We note that the strongest covariances of X1DAT and
X1DT are close to but off of the diagonal. Diagonal en-
tries represent the variance of one velocity channel. Since
the majority of pixels in the velocity channels |v|> 3 km s−1
are noise, the variances of those channels are small. How-
ever, the covariance of two adjacent velocity slices, i.e. |v| ∼
3 km s−1, can still be larger than the variance of one chan-
nel. This depends on the relative differences in the emission
structure of a dataset. For our data, the compact emission
signatures of gravitational infall are, in fact, able to create
strong covariances but weak variances at the associated ve-
locity channels.
Models X1D and X10D show the strongest covariances at
velocities |v|< 2 km s−1 as opposed to |v| ∼ 3-4 km s−1, and
these maxima are along the diagonal. The emission is more
spatially distributed at lower velocity channels, so the vari-
ance of one channel can be significant, as opposed to that of
high-velocity channels. Furthermore, when gas temperatures
vary (in addition to abundance variation), the covariance de-
creases across the velocity channels containing infall (|v| ∼
3 km s−1). This occurs because temperature variation cre-
ates more uniform spectra that have Gaussian line shapes,
and so the covariance matrix is maximized along the peak of
the Gaussian, i.e. the diagonal. This trend arises for both
gas tracers, though the increased radiation field amplifies the
signals of smaller turbulent gas velocities because all of the
cold gas is now spatially co-located at the cloud center.
We have also investigated whether or not the changes in
covariance magnitude depend upon our implementation of
PCA. A common step in the PCA computation involves sub-
tracting the data by the mean before calculating the covari-
ance matrix. Our implementation, following Brunt & Heyer
(2013), omits mean subtraction, since the mean values con-
tribute primarily to the first eigenvalue. For all models, we
compared the covariance matrices both including and exclud-
ing mean subtraction, and we find no significant differences
in their behaviors. Thus, the trends in covariance are indeed
properties of our data, which depend on our model parame-
ters.
We display 10 eigenvalues of all covariance matrices in
Figure 8. The eigenvalues for CI decline more slowly than
those for CO. We also find the most noticeable differences
between the second and third eigenvalues: they are smaller
for X1D and X10D and describe less of the variance. This
indicates that some larger velocity-structures are lost with
the full incorporation of chemistry. When temperature vari-
ation is included, C1D and C10D exhibit a significant in-
crease in the variance accounted for by the higher-order prin-
cipal components. This suggests the emission becomes more
structured on smaller scales. In contrast, the eigenvalues are
largely insensitive to abundance variations.
The PCA distance metric is defined in TURBUSTAT as the
normalized sum of the difference between the eigenvalues.
The first eigenvalue of each covariance matrix correlates with
the mean intensity of the corresponding model, since we ne-
glect the mean subtraction step in our PCA implementation.
Thus, in order to standardize the data prior to comparisons,
we omit the first eigenvalue in our computation of the dis-
tance metric. Moreover, higher order eigenvalues mainly
reflect the noise in our data, so we choose to compute dis-
tances with only 10 lower-order components (excluding the
first eigenvalue). Thus, the distances should be especially
responsive to the differences between the second and third
eigenvalues.
3.1.4. Spectral Correlation Function
The spectral correlation function (SCF) was first proposed
by Rosolowsky et al. (1999) and is a measure of similarity
between neighboring spectra in a data cube. For our analy-
sis, we follow Yeremi et al. (2014) and define the SCF as the
normalized root-mean-square (rms) difference between two
spectra as a function of their projected separation in the sky.
Under this definition, the values of the SCF are bound be-
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Figure 7. Covariance matrices of the velocity channels for all models. The horizontal and vertical axes denote the velocity channels that are
used to calculate the total covariance over all spatial positions. The colorbar indicates the covariance magnitude.
Figure 8. The first 10 eigenvalues of the covariance matrices of the
models normalized to the first eigenvalue. Each magnitude repre-
sents the relative variance along the corresponding eigenvector or
“principal component.”
tween 0 and 1, where a value of 0 indicates no correlation
and a value of 1 indicates perfect correlation.
We show the results of the SCF analysis in Figure 9, which
displays the SCF surfaces as a power law. To obtain these, we
radially average the SCF surfaces over each projected separa-
tion magnitude, which by convention is denoted as the “lag.”
Because the SCF is a normalized quantity, scale offsets are
Figure 9. The SCF spectra for all models. These represent the
azimuthal average of the SCF surface. The solid lines are power-
law fits to the spectra. In our analysis, we restrict the fit interval to
[10−3, 10−2] degrees.
significant. As we systematically introduce abundance varia-
tion, temperature variation, and a stronger radiation field, the
SCF decreases in offset for CO models. This indicates that
both photodissociation and a stronger radiation field reduce
spatial correlations in simulated CO emission.
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C emission behaves similar to CO emission with the ex-
ception of C1D, which yields a larger SCF values relative
to C1DT. As shown in Figure 1, C1D has a smoother in-
tensity map and less structure than C1DT does. Figure 1
also suggests that there is less of a difference between the
emission structure of CO1DT and CO1D. Physically, tem-
perature variation yields higher temperatures at the domain
boundary, and because C has a higher excitation temperature
than CO, C emission is strongly associated with the cloud
border than CO emission. Consequently, the C emission map
is smoother, the normalized rms difference between pixels is
smaller, and hence its SCF increases over all lags.
Beyond 10−2 degrees, the spectra or models with chem-
istry appear to flatten. This is likely due to missing emis-
sion at larger lags (the domain boundary), where photodis-
sociation removes CO and neutral C. At larger scales, mod-
els X10D are flatter than models X1DT and X1D, since the
higher photodissociation removes additional CO and C at the
cloud edges.
To quantify behaviors away from the cloud boundary,
namely, at smaller spatial offsets, we fit the SCF spectra to
power laws where we restrict the fit range to [10−3, 10−2] de-
grees and report the slopes and uncertainties in Appendix A.
We use an ordinary least squares model to fit the SCF spectra
in log-log space. All of the derived slopes are between 0.1
and 0.15, and for both tracers, the slopes increase as we in-
troduce each model parameter. C1D is, again, an exception to
the trend, which is likely due to the large slope of C1DT. The
overall range of slopes is also less than but comparable to the
SCF slope of a synthetic observation of Perseus that was per-
formed by Gaches et al. (2015). Gaches et al. (2015) use the
same simulations as we do, but they use the SCF definition
given by Padoan et al. (2003) instead of that of Rosolowsky
et al. (1999). They also convolve the simulation data with a
beam appropriate for FCRAO observations, which we do not.
These differences likely explain why Gaches et al. (2015) re-
port a higher SCF slope of 0.2.
The SCF distance metric calculates a normalized pixel-by-
pixel difference between two surfaces. Based on Figure 9,
models X1DAT and CO10D show the most significant dif-
ferences based on the value of the SCF.
3.2. Fourier Statistics
This subsection presents the results for the Fourier statis-
tics: the spatial power spectrum (SPS), velocity channel anal-
ysis (VCA), velocity coordinate spectrum (VCS), bispec-
trum, ∆-variance, and wavelet transform.
3.2.1. Spatial Power Spectrum
The spatial power spectrum (SPS) describes the contribu-
tion of different spatial scales to the total power or energy. A
large body of prior work has characterized the SPS in numer-
ical simulations (e.g., Mac Low & Klessen 2004; Federrath
et al. 2010) and observations (e.g., Burkhart et al. 2013b) by
analyzing the density, velocity, energy or emission. Here,
we compute the SPS by taking the Fourier transform of the
integrated intensity maps, calculate the 2D power spectrum,
and then radially average over spatial frequency to obtain a
one-dimensional power spectrum.
Figure 10 shows the SPS for all models and the associ-
ated power-law fits, which are carried out over the inertial
range. For our models, this corresponds to a limit of k < 2
(deg)−1. The power laws are derived from an ordinary least
squares model, and we report the fitted slopes and uncertain-
ties in Appendix A. The SPS curves actually have similar en-
ergy across all scales; in figure 10, we manually offset them
to clearly show differences in the fits. Most of the power-
law slopes are ∼ −3, which is consistent with the results of
a turbulent optically-thick gas, as described in Lazarian &
Pogosyan (2004) and Burkhart et al. (2013b). However, mod-
els with temperature variation yield shallower slopes (∼ −2.8
for X1D and X10D) than those computed with a constant gas
temperature (∼ −3.1 for X1DAT and X1DT). This suggests
that the temperature variation has an impact beyond sim-
ply changing the optical depth as found by Burkhart et al.
(2013b). Abundance variation also yields shallower slopes,
though this impact is not as significant as that of temperature
variation.
In K17, the SPS distance metric is calculated as a t-statistic
of the difference in slope. Consequently, the distances be-
tween models are likely correlated with temperature varia-
tion.
Figure 10. SPS as a function of spatial frequency for all models.
The x axis is normalized to units of deg−1 and is dimensionless. All
the SPS have similar power values, but we offset the SPS in the
vertical direction for clarity. The solid lines correspond to power-
law fits of each spectrum.
3.2.2. VCA and VCS
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Velocity channel analysis (VCA) and velocity coordinate
spectrum (VCS) are techniques that isolate how fluctuations
in velocity contribute to differences between spectral cubes.
Lazarian & Pogosyan (2000) introduced VCA to quantify the
impact of turbulent fluctuations on emission lines in turbulent
molecular clouds, and Lazarian & Pogosyan (2004) extended
the framework to consider optically thick lines. Lazarian &
Pogosyan (2006) introduced VCS.
VCA and VCS are derived using similar integration tech-
niques. First, we compute the three-dimensional power spec-
trum from the Fourier transform of the PPV cube. To ob-
tain the VCA, we integrate the power spectrum over the ve-
locity channels and then radially average over the resulting
two-dimensional surface. This results in a one-dimensional
spectrum as a function of spatial frequency, which we fit to
a power law using an ordinary least squares method. To
obtain the VCS, we instead average the three-dimensional
power spectrum over the two-dimensional spatial frequen-
cies. The resulting one-dimensional spectrum is a func-
tion of velocity-frequency. As described in K17, larger
velocity-frequencies, or smaller spectral scales, generally
represent density-dominated emission, and smaller velocity-
frequencies, or larger spectral scales, generally represent
emission from velocity-dominated turbulence. The scales
where each component dominates depends on the underlying
indices of the three-dimensional velocity and density fields
(Lazarian & Pogosyan 2006). To quantify the impact of these
two regimes, we follow K17 and use a segmented piece-wise
regression model (Muggeo 2003) to identify a break point
and fit two distinct power laws.
Figure 11. VCA power spectra for all models as a function of spa-
tial frequency. The x axis is normalized to units of deg−1 and is
dimensionless. The y-values are shifted vertically for clarity. Solid
lines are the power-law fits to each spectrum.
Figure 11 displays the VCA. Similar to the SPS, we per-
form power-law fits over the inertial driving range, using an
upper limit of k = 2 (deg)−1. The power-law fits are reported
in Appendix A. VCA and SPS both yield 2-dimensional
power spectra as a function of spatial frequency, but we re-
port minor differences in the fit results. This is expected, as
the SPS only considers spatial information whereas the VCA
also considers spectral information, namely, the thickness of
the velocity channels. The power-law slopes for all models
are∼ −3, and we also find these values to be sensitive to both
abundance and temperature variation. For both gas tracers,
the slope decreases as we introduce each variation. However,
the slope differences between models X1D and X10D are sta-
tistically insignificant, indicating that the VCA is insensitive
to changes in the interstellar radiation field.
The VCA distance metric, which is also a t-statistic of the
differences in slope, yields relatively small differences be-
tween the models since the slopes are all similar.
Figure 12. VCS power spectra for all models as a function of
velocity-frequency. The kv-axis is normalized to units of (km/s)−1
and is dimensionless. The solid lines represent segmented power-
law fits. The y-axis does not reflect actual VCS values: the spectra
are offset, which allows for better visualization of the fitted data.
Colored vertical lines indicate the location of the break point for the
corresponding simulated dataset.
Figure 12 displays the VCS spectra for the models after
re-scaling and shifting the VCS to highlight differences in
shape. This current scaling highlights a clear difference in the
shape of the VCS spectra that also depends on the gas tracer.
The VCS of the C models are flatter at large kv (small ve-
locity scales). However, closer examination shows that these
flattened power spectra are noise-dominated, and we exclude
these kv from the segmented power-law fit. We report the
results of all segmented power-law fits, including the break
point, in Appendix A.
The break points of the segmented power-law fits fol-
low similar bulk trends for each tracer. The model break-
points shift towards smaller velocity-frequency/larger scales
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when variations in the temperature and abundance as well
as a stronger radiation fields are introduced. We note that
this trend is not monotonic: models X1D yield larger-
valued break points than models X1DAT. Furthermore, while
CO10D produces the smallest-valued break point of all CO
models, for the C models C1DT does so. The difference
between CO and C is likely associated with the weaker re-
sponse to the radiation field that is exhibited by the C models.
As Figure 12 shows, the break points for C1D and C10D ap-
pear closer together than those of CO1D and CO10D. These
findings indicate that including chemical modeling and/or
a stronger radiation field generally reduces the amount of
large-scale emission, but the degree of reduction is likely
gas-tracer-dependent.
We also note similar nuances in the behavior of the power-
law slopes. When abundance and temperature variation are
included, as well as an amplified radiation field, the slopes in
the density-dominated (smaller scales/larger kv) regime get
steeper. The net increase in slope from X1DAT to X1D is
−0.41± 0.06 for CO and −0.8± 0.1 for CI. From X1D to
X10D the small-scale slopes steepen by −0.21± 0.6 for CO
and −0.8± 0.1 for CI. The large-scale (smaller kv; velocity-
dominant regime) slope changes similarly for both gas trac-
ers, but there there is no consistent increase or decrease from
X1DAT to X1D. The amplified radiation field causes the
slopes to flatten by −0.42± 0.03 for CO and −0.26± 0.06
for CI.
Because VCS yields two power laws, K17 define the VCS
distance metric as the sum of both the t-statistic difference in
large-scale scope and the t-statistic difference in small-scale
slope. The location of the break points is not accounted for
in the formulation of the distance metric.
3.2.3. Bispectrum/Bicoherence
The bispectrum measures both the magnitude of and phase
difference between Fourier signals. Formally, it is defined as
the Fourier transform of the three-point autocorrelation func-
tion, and it is a unique Fourier statistic because it preserves
phase information. The spatial power spectrum, defined as
the Fourier transform of the two-point autocorrelation func-
tion, does not include information about phase. Burkhart
et al. (2009) introduced the bispectrum as a tool for probing
nonlinear wave-wave interactions in a turbulent energy cas-
cade (see also Burkhart & Lazarian 2016). They showed that
MHD wave modes produce stronger turbulence correlations
than that of purely hydrodynamical perturbations.
To obtain the bispectrum, we compute the Fourier trans-
form of the integrated intensities in order to construct the
three-point correlation function. For our analysis, we use
the bispectrum to calculate the bicoherence, a real-valued,
single-valued, normalized summary that also describes phase
information. It is defined as a scalar between 0 and 1, where
the value of the scalar gives the degree of correlation between
two Fourier signals, i.e. ~k1 and ~k2. A value of 0 indicates
completely random phase coupling and a value of 1 indicates
complete phase coupling. Moreover, if ~k1 6= ~k2 and also show
significant phase coupling, this could suggest a correlation
between signals of different phases and/or spatial scales. In
the case of molecular clouds, this would indicate the degree
to which a hierarchical turbulent cascade is coupled, i.e., the
degree to which signals at different spatial frequencies are
similar.
We calculate the bicoherence over sets of spatial frequen-
cies, k1 and k2, where each set corresponds to one spatial fre-
quency sampled over 500 random phases. In our analysis, we
set the upper spatial frequency limit to ∼ half of the image
size (127 pixels), and we plot the results as two-dimensional
arrays, as shown in Figure 13. The rows and columns of each
subplot display the sampled spatial frequency magnitudes, k1
and k2. Each pixel denotes the corresponding bicoherence.
We note that, although the sets k1 and k2 are sampled over
the same range of magnitudes, they are likely sampled at dif-
ferent phases.
Figure 13. Bicoherence matrices for all models. Here, the bicoher-
ence is computed over sets of randomly sampled spatial frequencies
up to ∼ half of the image size. The colorbar indicates the bico-
herence magnitude for each pair of spatial frequency magnitudes,
denoted as k1 and k2. A bicoherence of 0 indicates random phase
coupling, while a bicoherence of 1 indicates complete phase corre-
lation.
The bicoherence follows the same general behavior, as de-
scribed in Burkhart et al. (2009), for both CO and C emis-
sion. All models produce a clear signal across the diagonal,
i.e. k1 = k2, which is expected: this line describes the bicoher-
ence of two identical spatial frequencies, which will always
show spatial correlation. Off the diagonal, i.e. k1 6= k2, the
models show various isocontours, which decrease in bicoher-
ence magnitude as the corresponding spatial-frequency mag-
nitudes decrease (i.e. going from top-right to bottom-left).
The spatial frequencies at which the isocontours sharply de-
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cline to zero correspond to the spatial scales at which phase
coupling is lost.
Figure 13 shows that abundance variation, temperature
variation, and an amplified radiation field all impact the de-
gree to which CO and C models lose phase coupling. . Mod-
els X1DAT yield the largest amount of correlation: many
spatial-frequency pairs give bicoherence values > 0.4, and
the corresponding isocontours decrease to 0 only at small
spatial frequencies (large spatial scales), k ∼ 50. These ma-
trices resemble the bicoherence values computed in B16,
even though these simulations lack magnetic fields and rep-
resent smaller sizes and velocity scales than those of B16 and
Burkhart et al. (2009). As temperature and abundance varia-
tions are included the amount of correlation decreases, since
the isocontours decline to bicoherences < 0.2 at spatial fre-
quencies larger than those of models X1DAT, i.e. k ∼ 75.
This effect is further augmented in the transition to an am-
plified interstellar radiation field: CO10D shows weak iso-
contours even at the largest spatial-frequencies, k ∼ 100,
and C10D only shows strong correlation along the diago-
nal. Physically, photodissociation reduces the correlation be-
tween emission signals of differing magnitude and phase, es-
pecially in the presence of stronger UV radiation. We suggest
that more realistic cloud chemistry, as shown here, obscures
the phase coupling that arises from other physical cloud pa-
rameters, such as the expansion of wind shells (B16) or the
propagation of MHD waves (Burkhart et al. 2010).
The bicoherence distance is the normalized summed pixel-
by-pixel difference in the output matrices. Based on the re-
sults in Figure 13, we expect the metric to respond to our
model parameters, especially the interstellar radiation field.
3.2.4. ∆-Variance
The∆-variance is a useful tool for characterizing the struc-
ture of interstellar turbulence (Ossenkopf et al. 2008a). For a
given range of spatial scales, the statistic yields filtered maps
of the emission and then computes a filtered average over
the map. The filtering assesses how different spatial scales
contribute to the total power. We calculate the ∆-variance
by using an improved algorithm that was introduced by Os-
senkopf et al. (2008a,b) and is effective at discriminating be-
tween noise and small-scale structure in 2D maps. We gen-
erate a series of Mexican-hat wavelets that are approximated
as the differences between two Gaussians with a diameter ra-
tio of 1.5, as used in Ossenkopf et al. (2008a). The wavelets
all vary in width, which is related to spatial scale: different
widths filter out different turbulent scales. For each model we
weight the integrated intensity maps by its inverse variance,
convolve it with each Mexican hat wavelet, and calculate the
∆-variance. Figure 14 displays the ∆-variance spectra for
all of the models. Each data point represents a ∆-variance
that was computed with a Mexican-hat wavelet of a particu-
lar width, denoted by “lag.” Since the ∆-variance quantifies
the amount of structure present at a particular spatial scale, an
entire spectrum reveals the amount of structure that is present
at every spatial scale. The spectra shown in Figure 14 exhibit
a wide range of slopes and behaviors, so we follow B16 and
do not fit the spectra to power laws.
Figure 14. ∆-variance spectra for all models. Here, lag refers to
the width of the Mexican-hat wavelet that is used in the calculation.
The shapes of all ∆-variance spectra agree with the ex-
pected behavior for that of a moment map with variable
noise, as described by Ossenkopf et al. (2008b). These spec-
tra are characterized by a single local maximum, which indi-
cates the spatial scale with the most structure. For example,
Ossenkopf et al. (2008b) calculated the ∆-variance spectra
for rho Ophiuchus and found the maximum to correspond to
0.1 pc, namely the typical size of cores in that cloud. Be-
low the maximum value, the ∆-variance increases steadily
with respect to increasing spatial scale. For a moment map,
these spatial scales are fractal (Stutzki et al. 1998) and are
sometimes fit with a power law (Ossenkopf et al. 2008b). At
scales larger than that of the local maximum, the∆-variance
declines as emission structure becomes washed out.
We find various trends in the ∆-variance spectra of our
models. First, CO1DAT and CO1DT appear nearly identical,
suggesting that abundance variation hardly impacts structure
in CO emission. This behavior is in contrast with that of
models C1DAT and C1DT. In C emission, abundance varia-
tion lowers the∆-variance values at larger lags but increases
those at smaller lags. This causes the spectrum to peak at
lower spatial lags, which encapsulates the overall change in
emission structure. We find that this difference in gas tracers
agrees with the structure of the integrated intensity map, as
shown in Figure 1. Abundance variation reduces C emission
associated with larger spatial scales. Filaments of C emis-
sion also become more pronounced with abundance varia-
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tion, causing the ∆-variance to increase at smaller scales.
CO emission is also impacted by abundance variation, but
the relative amount of structure at each spatial scale appears
unaffected.
Moreover, including temperature variation decreases the
∆-variance of CO emission at all scales, with the excep-
tion of the uppermost spatial lag. We also note that tem-
perature variation has a different effect on C emission. Rel-
ative to CO1DAT, CO1D has less structure at larger scales
but slightly more structure at small scales. Relative to C1DT,
C1D instead shows less structure at smaller scales and more
structure at larger scales. Increasing the radiation field re-
moves a significant amount of large-scale structure in model
CO1D and adds a small amount of small-scale structure. This
behavior is analogous to the effect of abundance variation
on C emission: smaller spatial scales begin to dominate the
emission structure. A similar trend also happens with C10D
but to a lesser degree.
The local maxima of our ∆-variance spectra occur at lags
of ∼ 0.1−0.16 degrees, which in our simulations correspond
to 0.4 − 0.7 pc. We note that these spatial scales are larger
the 0.1 pc maximum ∆-variance that was identified by Os-
senkopf et al. (2008b). For models X1DT and X1D, the po-
sitions of local maximums are tracer-dependent. CI emis-
sion exhibits larger ∆-variances at smaller lags, while the
corresponding CO emission has larger values at higher lags.
This causes the ∆-variance of the CO models to peak at
larger lags, which directly correlates with differences in opti-
cal depth. On smaller, denser scales, CO is optically thick, so
the filtered emission saturates, causing structure to be washed
out.
The∆-variance distance is defined as a Hellinger distance,
so the metric will be sensitive to differences in emission
structure at all lags.
3.2.5. Wavelet Transform
The wavelet transform is an alternate technique for study-
ing filtered power spectra. Gill & Henriksen (1990) first in-
troduced the technique on 13CO data as a means to quantify
the fractal structure of the L1551 outflow region. Unlike the
auto-correlation function that is used to compute the SPS,
VCA, and VCS, the wavelet transform preserves positional
information while characterizing emission structure. Our
calculation of the wavelet transform follows that of Gill &
Henriksen (1990): we convolve the integrated intensity maps
with a Mexican-hat wavelet, and then we compute the trans-
form as the average of the positive values. We note that the
wavelet transform complements the ∆-variance, since both
statistics quantify a filtered intensity map: the wavelet trans-
form utilizes the average of positive filtered values, while the
∆-variance utilizes the variance of filtered values.
Figure 15. The wavelet transform for all models. The solid lines in-
dicate power-law fits, which all have an upper limit of 0.03 degrees.
These spectra are not rescaled, unlike the SPS, VCA, and VCS.
Figure 15 shows the wavelet transform of all models. The
CO emission produces higher transform values than those of
the CI. This result differs from that of the∆-variance, in part
because the wavelet transform reflects the relative brightness
of the CO emission. However, like the ∆-variance, structure
also decreases on larger scales when the radiation field is in-
creased.
Incorporating abundance and temperature variation im-
pacts the magnitude and shape of the CI wavelet transform
but has little effect on the CO wavelet transform. For the C
models, abundance variation reduces the wavelet transform
on large scales, while temperature variation significantly re-
duces the transform across all scales. Essentially, this is
the signature of there being less emission, which leads to a
greater sensitivity in the shape of the curve.
Both statistics exhibit a similar response to the amplified
radiation field: the transform increases at smaller scales,
where the emission becomes brighter and a local maximum
appears at ∼ 0.03−0.04◦.
We note that the wavelet transform includes information
similar to both the ∆-variance and the SPS. Below the local
maxima at ∼ 0.04◦, the wavelet transform follows a single
power law and should be related to the SPS (Gill & Henriksen
1990). Moreover, the variation in the local maxima roughly
matches the variation seen in the∆-variance peaks in Fig. 14
(see also Stutzki et al. 1998).
In this analysis, we use an ordinary least squares method
to fit the wavelet transforms with a power law. Here, we
restrict the fit range to be below the local maxima, by us-
ing at 0.03◦ as the upper limit. We report the derived slopes
and uncertainties in Appendix A. As expected, the wavelet
transform – at smaller scales – behaves similarly to the SPS.
For both tracers, temperature variation significantly reduces
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the power-law slopes. Namely, we report slope difference of
∼ 0.2 between CO1DT and CO1D, and∼ 0.1 between C1DT
and C1D.
The distance metric is defined as the t-statistic of the dif-
ference in the fitted slopes. Because we fit the transforms to
smaller scales, we expect the power laws to behave similarly
to the SPS.
3.3. Morphology Statistics
In this section, we discuss the genus and dendrogram mor-
phology statistics.
3.3.1. Genus
The genus statistic characterizes emission structure by
measuring the topology of a region. It was first applied to the
column density of MHD simulations in Kowal et al. (2007).
Chepurnov et al. (2008) extended the technique to observa-
tions of the Small Magellanic Cloud. These studies defined
the genus as the difference between the number of isolated
regions above and below a given density threshold. Under
this definition, a high-density region contributes positively to
the genus, while a low-density one contributes negatively.
In our analysis, we calculate the genus of the normalized
2D integrated intensity maps. We convolve the maps with a
2D Gaussian kernel of width 1 pixel to remove the effects of
noise and small-scale variation. Next, we compute the genus
statistic for 100 equally-spaced intensity thresholds. These
values range from 20 percent above the minimum intensity to
the maximum intensity in the dataset. Our algorithm follows
K17, and we define a countable isolated region to be 24 pixels
in size. We then fit the resulting distributions to cubic splines.
Figure 16. Genus score for all models. The data are normalized
such that the x axis indicates the number of standard deviations from
the mean intensity. The genus score is normalized by the number of
pixels in the integrated intensity map.
Figure 16 displays the genus score, normalized by the map
area, as a function of standardized intensity, which we de-
note as “z-score.” The genus score analogous to the genus,
but it is a function of standardized intensity rather than in-
trinsic intensity. Minor fluctuations exist between the mod-
els, but we find similar bulk behaviors that agree with those
of Chepurnov et al. (2008). The curves all contain a local
minimum below or near the mean intensity as well as a local
maximum at positive z scores ∼ 1.75. These extrema corre-
spond to the intensity threshold at which there are either the
most low-intensity regions (i.e. the minimum) or the most
high-intensity regions (i.e the maximum) Further from the
extrema, the model topologies become washed out as low-
or high-intensity regions begin to coalesce. This causes the
genus curves to flatten to zero.
All model genus curves are negative at the respective mean
intensity (z-score of 0), so all of the model topologies are
dominated by the low-intensity regions. This appears to be
caused by the detailed filamentary structure of our model
emission, as shown in Figure 1. Bright filaments create sev-
eral isolated low-intensity features, which impact the behav-
ior of the genus curve.
The genus scores of X1D and X10 tend to be greater than
the genus scores of X1DAT and X1DT. As Figure 1 suggests,
although temperature variation and a stronger UV field does
reduce the overall brightness of some regions, they also in-
troduce detailed brightness structure in the form of filaments.
This produces a greater amount of isolated high-intensity re-
gions and increases the genus score at most intensity thresh-
olds. We note that the CO models deviate from this behavior.
At z-scores of ∼ 0 and ∼ 4, as CO1DAT and CO1DT show
more bright features than CO1D and CO10D. However, the
topology of our models is still dominated by the low-intensity
regions rather than the bright filaments, since the genus score
is negative at the mean intensity.
Another significant difference between the two gas tracers
is the elongated tail in the C models, which indicate that they
contain a broader range of normalized intensity values. Phys-
ically, this also corresponds to bright, compact regions. Al-
though the CO models have brighter emission and a greater
range of values, the standard deviation in their intensity dis-
tributions affects the length of the genus tail. Thus, CO emis-
sion, though brighter, may yield a narrow genus score if the
standard deviation is small.
The genus distance is defined as the normalized point-by-
point difference between two fitted genus curves over their
common ranges. Thus, the metric only encapsulates differ-
ences at standardized intensities < 4, so it will only highlight
some differences between the tails. If the peaks of the genus
curves differ, they will dominate the distance instead of the
tail.
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3.3.2. Dendrograms
A dendrogram is a tree diagram that illustrates hierarchical
structure in a data set. Rosolowsky et al. (2008) and Good-
man et al. (2009) demonstrated the utility of dendrograms
in characterizing the structure of molecular clouds. Follow-
ing K17, we create dendrograms of the 3D spectral cubes,
and following the approach of Burkhart et al. (2013b), we
identify the peak intensity value of each PPV cube and cata-
log all successive local maxima of the intensity distribution.
Each peak/local maximum is a leaf, and leaves at similar hi-
erarchies are connected by branches. To ensure each leaf is
significant, we set a minimum number of pixels required to
define a leaf (Rosolowsky et al. 2008). For our analysis, we
choose 10 pixels. We also define a threshold parameter, δmin,
which sets the minimum distance between two local max-
ima (Burkhart et al. 2013b). Increasing this parameter re-
moves the influence of noise and quantifies how the number
of features decreases as smaller-scale structures are removed,
namely, by “pruning” the tree.
Figure 17. Number of dendrogram features as a function of inten-
sity spacing, δ, for all models. The lines indicate power-law fits.
Following K17, we compute two dendrogram statistics:
the number of features statistic and the histograms statistic.
The number of features describes how the number of local
maxima changes with respect to δmin. We compute dendro-
grams for a series of δmin values that range from 10−2.5 K to
102 K in 150 logarithmic steps. We record the number of
features as a function of δmin and fit a region of the data to a
power law, using an ordinary least squares method. The re-
gion is defined where δmin exceeds the mean intensity value
of a data cube (see Burkhart et al. 2013a), and it is identified
with a sliding window filter function. For the same set of
δmin values, the histogram statistic computes the distribution
of leaf intensities. These intensity values are normalized.
Figure 18. Histograms of the renormalized dendrogram peak leaf
intensities. For each value of δmin, the resulting transparent his-
tograms are stacked.
Figure 17 shows the number of dendrogram features for
all models. The models exhibit similar behaviors: as δmin in-
creases, the number of features declines and eventually falls
off sharply. The curves could be fit by two power-laws, but
we fit a single one by convention and report the slopes in
Appendix A. Differences between the fitted slopes vary as a
function of dynamic range. Models that span a wider range
of δmin values, i.e., CO1DAT, C1DAT, and C1D, are flatter
and more like single power-laws than those that span shorter
ranges.
We note that C1D yields the shallowest slope because of
its unique behavior at δmin ∼ 10 K. Here, there appears to
be a bump in the power law, where the number of features
remains roughly constant over a small range of δmin. C1D
contains multiple compact bright structures in its central re-
gion that are roughly 10 times the mean intensity, and these
features are isolated in our computation of the dendrograms.
Conversely, CO1D contain the same features, but they are
only five times brighter than the mean.
The dynamic range for each model varies with respect to
chemical complexity and gas tracer. Abundance and temper-
ature variation shifts the range to larger values of δmin, but
abundance variation alone does not significantly affect the
statistic. Thus, a broad range of temperatures leads to more
excitation, which impacts cloud morphology by increasing
the mean intensity of the models.
The number of features distance metric is defined as the
weighted difference between two slope. Consequently, it pri-
marily responds to differences in the size of the fit range,
which correlates with slope. The metric will not respond to
the location of the fit range.
Figure 18 displays the dendrogram histograms. For every
value of δmin, we plot a transparent histogram. Stacking the
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histograms conveys the importance of different features in
the dendrograms as they are pruned. Altogether, the CO and
C histograms are quite similar, underscoring the similarity in
the emission morphology, which has been previously noted
(e.g., Papadopoulos et al. 2004; Gaches et al. 2015). For
uniform temperatures, the CO and CI emission from dense
structures becomes optically thick such that the normalized
peak intensity limits to a maximum value, truncating the his-
togram. Abundance and temperature variation shifts the his-
tograms from positive skewness to negative skewness, and
high-intensity values are less common. An amplified radi-
ation field widens the histogram, indicating an increase in
structure at all intensities.
For each δmin, the histogram distance metric first calculates
a Hellinger difference between two outputs. Then, it adds
all of the differences for each threshold, and normalizes the
result. Based on the differences in Figure 18, we expect the
metric to be sensitive to our model parameters.
4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we quantify all statistic responses to the
model parameters. For each statistic, we use the correspond-
ing distance metric to measure the differences between all
model pairs and gauge sensitivity towards the chemistry pa-
rameters, namely, abundance and temperature variation, gas
tracer, and interstellar radiation field strength. We present
the results as color plots as in B16 and K17. In the plot,
each square indicates the distance between two models as in-
dicated on the horizontal and vertical axes. The color bar
denotes the distance, where the range of distance values de-
pends on the statistic.
We organize the models in the same order and systemati-
cally introduce more complexity for CO and then for C. To
disentangle the various statistical sensitivities, it is instruc-
tive to consider the 8× 8 color plots as blocks of four 4× 4
matrices. The bottom-left block shows the distances strictly
between CO models; the top-right block shows the distances
for pairs of C models. The top-left and bottom-right blocks
are symmetric and show the distances between models with
different gas tracers: a CO model compared to a CI model
and vice-versa.
4.1. Intensity Statistics
Figure 19 displays the color plots for all intensity statis-
tics. These statistics exhibit a wide range of responses to
the model parameters. The PDF primarily responds to abun-
dance variation. Models with fixed abundances have the
largest lognormal widths, and models with varying abun-
dances are consistently narrower (see Appendix A). C mod-
els also show stronger responses to temperature variation and
radiation than CO models, which exhibits weaker responses.
Overall, when we exclude the lower-intensity excess, sig-
nificant distances are associated with changes in the PDF’s
Gaussian-like behaviors.
The kurtosis and skewness PDFs show sensitivity to all
model parameters. The largest skewness distances arise from
pairs with different gas tracers, but we find no meaningful
trends in the skewness color plot. As shown in Figure 6,
our models only slightly impact the amplitudes and widths
of the skewness PDF. For the kurtosis PDF, the largest dis-
tances are associated with the interstellar field strength, and
the CO models show increasing distances as we systemati-
cally introduce each model parameter. Given that no isolated
strong parameter trends are present in the kurtosis color plot,
we suggest that the kurtosis is also insensitive to our model
parameters. Furthermore, interpreting both color plots is fur-
ther complicated when considering that data sets with differ-
ent spatial structures can produce similar kurtosis/skewness
PDFs. However, the skewness and kurtosis may serve as a
proxy for discontinuities in cloud structure.
The SCF distance metric, whose color plot resembles those
of the higher-order moments, produces the largest distance
from pairs just involving X1DAT. The corresponding spectra
(see Figure 9) have the largest SCF values over most lags,
which increases the distances. The corresponding CO and CI
models have small distances, which agrees with the expecta-
tion from Gaches et al. (2015). Overall, these three statistics
produce notably different responses for models with astro-
chemistry.
We find that the PCA color plot is checkered. The great-
est distances occur between models with temperature vari-
ation and those without. Abundance variation, gas tracer
and field strength independently have little impact on the dis-
tance. This trend is largely driven by the decrease in relative
variance encapsulated by the second eigenvalue, as shown in
Figure 8.
4.2. Fourier Statistics
Figure 20 displays the color plots for all Fourier statistics.
SPS and VCA, despite having similar definitions, show dif-
ferent sensitivities to our model parameters. We find that the
SPS distance metric is most responsive to temperature vari-
ation, and slightly responsive to radiation field strength. For
the VCA, CO models appear most sensitive to temperature
variation, but this trend is unclear for C models.
The bicoherence color plot shows sensitivity to all model
parameters, and the largest distances arise from an amplified
radiation field strength. Including chemistry and a stronger
radiation field nearly removes all phase coherence, which
makes our results progressively less correlated. Thus, when
looking for specific trends in models or observations, we sug-
gest that the bicoherence may be challenging to interpret.
The VCS color plot suggests a sensitivity to gas tracer, e.g.,
the largest distances appear in the top-left 4x4 block, which
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Figure 19. Intensity statistic color plots. Each statistic utilizes a different distance metric to quantify the difference between two models. The
colored squares represent the distance between the models on the horizontal and vertical axes.
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corresponds to comparisons between a CO model and a C
model. Although the VCS distance metric is just based on the
fitted slopes, it successfully accounts for differences between
gas tracers. The metric responds to changes in radiation field
strength for CO emission and to the inclusion of abundance
and temperature variations for C emission. As shown in Fig-
ure 12, the sensitivities appear to be mostly associated with
changes in the small-scale (larger kv) slope.
The ∆-variance shows responses to all model parameters.
For both CO and C, the distances increase monotonically as
we systematically introduce abundance variation, tempera-
ture variation and a stronger radiation field. The largest rel-
ative change in distance is associated with the stronger ra-
diation field. We note no major differences associated with
gas-tracer, which we previously in section 3.2.4. Thus, we
suggest that the ∆-variance is most sensitive to the radiation
field strength.
The wavelet transform power law behaves similarly to the
SPS, but its color plot suggests a greater resemblance to the
VCA. Namely, the CO and C models exhibit different behav-
iors. We find that CO models show a strong response to tem-
perature variation and a very weak response to the radiation
field strength. C models, however, exhibit a weaker response
to temperature variation, and they appear more sensitive to
the interstellar radiation field strength.
4.3. Morphology Statistics
Figure 21 shows the color plots for the morphology statis-
tics. The genus statistic returns significant distances for
nearly all model pairs. Model CO1D has the largest dis-
tances; otherwise the distances between any two C models
and C and CO pairs are similar. B16 concluded the genus
statistic did not have a strong sensitivity to wind feedback,
and indeed, the distances are similar in the two analyses. As
a result, we find this color plot to be challenging to interpret.
Like the genus statistic, the dendrogram histogram statis-
tic is also challenging to interpret: it does not show clear
trends with increasing complexity or stronger radiation field.
The distances between CO pairs is similar to the distances be-
tween C and CO model pairs. Radiation field strength has the
least impact on the histograms. B16 found the genus statistic
is sensitive to the strength of wind activity, and the distances
driven by feedback activity exceed the distances driven by
radiation field and chemistry.
The dendrogram number of features distance metric only
highlights differences in the size of the fit range, as expected.
The largest distances arise from pairings that contain either
CO1DAT, CO1DT, or C1D, which all have the shallowest
slopes and the largest fit ranges. Thus, the number of fea-
tures statistic is mainly sensitive to temperature variation,
and in some instances, gas tracer. Including a stronger ra-
diation field appears to mitigate the differences between CO
and C models, i.e., C1D’s number of features power law is
quite different than that of CO1D, but the slopes of C10D
and CO10D appear statistically indistinguishable. Currently,
we do not know the exact radiation field strength in which
the dendrograms continue to resemble to each other, so the
distance metric’s sensitivity to gas tracer may be challenging
to interpret without additional study.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Impact of Astrochemistry in the Context of Prior Work
To date, no paper has systematically investigated the im-
pact of astrochemistry treatment on statistical metrics. Sev-
eral studies have, however, analyzed 3D models of molecular
clouds including abundances and temperatures calculated us-
ing chemical networks for individual statistics (e.g., Bertram
et al. 2014, 2015; Gaches et al. 2015).
Bertram et al. (2014) used the PCA to study the impact of
time-dependent chemistry, radiative transfer and mean den-
sity on turbulent gas dynamics. Their MHD simulations did
not include self-gravity, star formation or stellar feedback,
and they focused on studying the distributions of H2, 12CO,
and 13CO gas molecules. Using various initial gas densities,
Bertram et al. (2014) constructed position-position-velocity
(PPV) cubes of the density distributions of all gas, of H2,
and of CO, as well as PPV cubes of the intensity distribu-
tions of 12CO and 13CO, both of which included the radiative
transfer step. For each cube, they performed a PCA anal-
ysis to extract a pseudo-structure power-law that described
the velocity fluctuations as a function of spatial scale. This
methodology differed from B16 and K17, who only studied
the PCA covariance matrix and eigenvalue set.
Bertram et al. (2014) measured distinct power-law slopes
for the 12CO and 13CO intensity PPV cubes. In their analy-
sis, PCA was not able to detect large-scale turbulent structure
in the emission of the models with smaller initial densities
(nH = 30 cm−3). For denser models (nH = 300 cm−3), simi-
lar to the conditions in B16, the PCA recorded structure on
scales as large as half of the cube width. For the fiducial
model, which has an intermediate density (nH = 100 cm−3),
a power-law fit could only be obtained for 12CO, which
Bertram et al. (2014) claimed to be due to differences in op-
tical depth. Although different chemical networks yielded
distinct power-law slopes, Bertram et al. (2014) concluded
that the differences were only marginal and that initial den-
sity was more influential than gas chemistry. However, this
premise only holds when comparing 12CO and 13CO emis-
sion, or CO and H2 density. Under our simulated conditions
(nH = 855 cm −3), we find that PCA is mainly sensitive to gas
tracer choice and temperature variation, factors which also
influence the line shape and optical depth. Thus, our results
are consistent with Bertram et al. (2014), given that our pa-
rameters encapsulate underlying changes in the line shape.
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Figure 20. Fourier statistic color plots.
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Figure 21. Morphology statistic color plots.
In a second paper, Bertram et al. (2015) carried out a
similar analysis of the same simulations examining the
∆-variance statistic. Instead of comparing different spec-
tral shapes and horizontal offsets, which was done in B16,
Bertram et al. (2015) fitted a region of each spectra to a power
law and used the power-law slopes to derive line width-size
relations, quantifying the relationship between structure size
and turbulent velocities. Bertram et al. (2015) found that
the ∆-variance statistic, although strongly affected by opti-
cal depth, serves as a useful tool for extracting information
about the molecular gas distribution. For their dense-gas
models, they reported near-identical linewidth-size relations
for the 12CO and 13CO emission PPV cubes, which suggests
an insensitivity towards CO chemistry. They also argued
that, below some critical density, CO loses effectiveness as a
molecular gas tracer. Our analysis confirms that ∆-variance
is insensitive to the gas tracer, in the sense that a given
12CO model has a similar distance when compared to the
another 12CO or C model, i.e., the CO1DAT and CO10D
pair and the CO1DAT and C10D pair have nearly identical
distances. Nonetheless, we find that the ∆-variance registers
clear changes to both the external radiation field and under-
lying variation in abundance and temperature. If CO and
C trace some of the same gas (see 5.2), then the line shapes
will appear similar for the same models even if the brightness
differs.
Finally, Gaches et al. (2015) deduced that the SCF is sen-
sitive to gas tracer and critical density. Using hydrody-
namic simulations post-processed with 3D-PDR, they gen-
erated synthetic PPV cubes of 16 common molecular cloud
tracers, including CO and C, and calculated the correspond-
ing SCF spectral slopes. Gaches et al. (2015) were able to
classify tracers as diffuse, intermediate, or dense, based on
the SCF slope, where denser tracers had steeper SCF slopes.
In this framework, CO and C are both diffuse tracers with sta-
tistically similar SCF slopes. Likewise, our SCF formalism
produces similar distances between CO and C pairs. Under-
lying this similarity, we find the SCF is independently sen-
sitive to the strength of the radiation field and inclusion of
chemistry; the largest distance is between CO10D and C1AT.
5.2. CO and C Emission Similarity
A variety of prior work has noted the qualitative correspon-
dence between CO and C emission data (Papadopoulos et al.
2004; Offner et al. 2014; Glover et al. 2015). This suggests
the two species have significant overlapping spatial distribu-
tions and trace similar subsets of H2 number density. How-
ever, the similarity is puzzling at face value because of their
different critical densities and chemistries, especially given
that CI emission bears a greater resemblance to 13CO(1-0),
which tracers higher densities than 12CO(1-0) (e.g., Oka et al.
2001). The most plausible explanation is that complex cloud
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morphology facilitates more effective UV irradiation of the
cloud interior and produces more overlap than expected com-
pared to one-dimensional PDR models (Papadopoulos et al.
2004; Offner et al. 2014; Glover et al. 2015).
Turbulent statistics provide one way to probe and quantify
the degree of similarity in different regimes. For example,
Gaches et al. (2015) showed that the SCF slope of CO and
C emission cubes exhibits quantitative agreement, where the
difference in slope between the two tracers is within the range
of variation for different viewing angles for each individu-
ally. Of the statistics examined in this work, the PDF, skew-
ness, kurtosis, PCA, SCF, bicoherence, SPS,∆-variance and
wavelet transform show the most quantitative similarity be-
tween the CO and C emission pairs. This manifests as simi-
lar trends in distances between CO pairs and CO and C pairs,
i.e., the bottom left and bottom right 4× 4 matrices in the
color plots appear similar. Of particular interest, VCS and
PCA show this trend while also reporting notably larger dis-
tances between CO-C pairs than the complementary CO-CO
model pairs: CO-C pairs are similar to one another but more
dissimilar than the same CO-CO pair. Statistics that do not
show similarity between CO and C emission tend to exhibit
non-monotonic responses to the other parameters as well.
These include the VCA, genus and both dendrogram statis-
tics.
5.3. Implications for Identifying Feedback and Physical
Variation between Clouds
Of the intensity statistics, B16 identified the PCA and SCF
as the first- and second-most promising candidates for identi-
fying stellar feedback. However, those models do not incor-
porate gas chemistry. Comparing with B16, we find the max-
imum PCA distances between wind and non-wind runs are
similar to those between chemistry and non-chemistry mod-
els. However, B16 found that stellar feedback creates strong
covariance for velocities |v| ∼ 2-3 km s−1, i.e., a unique
signature associated with the characteristic velocity of the
winds. Thus, we expect PCA to continue to be a robust indi-
cator of feedback.
The maximum SCF distances due to the inclusion of chem-
istry and feedback are also similar. However, winds steepen
the SCF slope while chemistry flattens it. For kurtosis and
skewness, the distances between simulations with and with-
out feedback are a factor of ∼ 1 and 2, respectively, smaller
than distances due to chemistry. The PDF distances in this
paper are significantly larger than those in B16. However,
here we use a new definition for the PDF distance met-
ric. Considering that both feedback (see B16) and chemistry
yield narrower PDF widths, we expect these two parameters
to have comparable effects on the PDFs. These findings sug-
gest that chemical modeling may be crucial for constraining
the impact of feedback in comparisons between simulations
and observations for the SCF and PDF.
B16 found both VCS and∆-variance statistics also exhibit
moderate sensitivity to feedback. However, we note the max-
imum distances due to feedback are comparable to those be-
tween X1DAT and X10D pairs here. This suggests that un-
certainties in the local radiation environment may be diffi-
cult to separate from differences caused by feedback. B16
concluded that the Fourier statistics failed to produce unique
feedback signatures, although several distance metrics regis-
tered sensitivity to feedback. Since chemistry does impact
the distances, including it may produce clearer statistical re-
sponses to feedback and overall larger distances.
Although B16 classified both dendrogram statistics as ef-
fective indicators of feedback, here neither of the statistics
respond monotonically to changes. Thus, the feedback di-
agnostics for the histograms identified in B16 may change
when chemistry is included.
5.4. Caveats
While this work extends Yeremi et al. (2014), B16 and
K17, we note a variety of caveats to drawing generalized
conclusions concerning the merits of the different statistical
approaches.
Our astrochemical network is relatively advanced and in-
cludes thousands of reactions; however, it is fundamentally
a network for treating photodissociation regions. It does not
treat the freeze-out of CO onto dust grains, which occurs in
cold, dense gas, or shock chemistry. These effects are im-
portant for studies of dense cores and star-forming clouds
with vigorous protostellar feedback. However, in the present
study high-density gas composes. 1% of the volume and the
freeze-out of CO occurs after the lines are already optically
thick. Consequently, we expect our results to be reasonably
robust and applicable to typical Milky Way clouds. Future
work is needed to study the interplay of feedback and chem-
istry.
Second, our current study includes only a single turbulent
realization. This is by construction since it allows us to iso-
late the impact of abundance, temperature and external field
on each statistic. Consequently, our distance metrics likely
represent lower limits, e.g., CO1DAT likely exhibits a larger
distance from CO10D with a different underlying turbulence
pattern. However, we expect the reported trends to hold for
different views and turbulent seeds based on the detailed in-
vestigation of K17. K17 showed all the statistics we include
in our analysis are reasonably insensitive to statistical fluctu-
ations including added random noise. Of these, we note K17
found VCS, the bispectrum and ∆−variance, when applied
to the integrated intensity, are less robust (see Table 3 in K17
for the p-values of each), a detail worth bearing in mind for
quantitative comparisons.
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Finally, we note that several statistics, such as PCA and
SCF, have different definitions in the literature. Our conclu-
sions apply only to the particular formulation implemented
in TURBUSTAT.
6. CONCLUSION
We investigated the impact of astrochemistry on 15 com-
mon turbulence statistics: intensity PDF, skewness, kurto-
sis, power spectrum, PCA, SCF, bispectrum, VCA, VCS,∆-
variance, wavelet transform, genus, number of dendrogram
features, and the histogram of dendrogram feature intensi-
ties. We analyzed the hydrodynamic simulations performed
by Offner et al. (2013) to build a suite of synthetic obser-
vations of turbulent, star-forming molecular clouds. In the
models, we evaluated three chemistry parameters: the de-
gree of chemical complexity, the type of gas tracer, and the
strength of the interstellar radiation field. We used 3D-PDR to
model chemical reactions, set the radiation field strength, and
directly compute local gas abundances and temperatures. We
computed the 12CO(1-0) and CI(3P1-3P0) emission in radia-
tive transfer processing, and we converted the emission into
synthetic observations mimicking observations of the nearby
Perseus molecular cloud.
For each statistic, we compared all models and identified
qualitative trends. We then used distance metrics to quantify
the statistical responses and efficiently compare differences
between various models. From these, we identified and de-
termined a variety of sensitivities towards the chemistry pa-
rameters. We present the following conclusions:
1. At low intensities, the PDF is highly sensitive to the
degree of chemical complexity. Including chemistry
creates a significant low-intensity spike that overshad-
ows the impact of other chemistry parameters. When
we include a low-intensity cutoff in the distance calcu-
lations, we find clear sensitivities to abundance varia-
tion, radiation field strength, and gas tracer.
2. The skewness and kurtosis PDFs are weakly sensitive
to all model parameters, and the spatial distributions
of skewness and kurtosis appear well-correlated with
cloud discontinuities.
3. PCA is sensitive to chemical complexity in a binary
way. Specifically, it is sensitive to temperature varia-
tion, but not variation in the local abundance.
4. The SCF is sensitive to radiation field strength and
abundance variations, both of which cause the SCF
slope to flatten.
5. The SPS and VCA statistics yield similar power-law
behaviors but different distance metric responses. SPS
is highly responsive to temperature variation, but the
VCA only responds to temperature variation for CO
models. Both statistics also show weaker responses to
radiation field strength.
6. The VCS responds to all chemistry parameters but
is primarily sensitive to the gas tracer. CO and C
emission produce different VCS spectra, particularly
at larger kv and at the break points.
7. The bicoherence displays equal sensitivity towards
chemistry and radiation field strength. It is insensitive
to differences in CO and C emission; in fact, CO and
C outputs are nearly indistinguishable.
8. The ∆-variance responds most strongly to the radia-
tion field strength. It shows weak but noticeable re-
sponses to abundance variation and temperature vari-
ation. The ∆-variance spectra of CO models tend to
peak at larger spatial scales than those of C models;
however, differences between CO and C are not strong
enough to produce a signal in the ∆-variance distance
metric.
9. The wavelet transform is responsive to temperature
variation at small scales. At larger scales, the wavelet
transform is sensitive to abundance variation and the
radiation field strength. The main difference between
the CO and C emission is the peak intensity; however,
by design the wavelet transform distance metric does
not depend on the signal strength.
10. The genus statistic shows no special sensitivity to
chemistry parameters and produces significant dif-
ferences for all model pairs.
11. The dendrogram statistics show some sensitivity to
chemical complexity but the distances do not respond
monotonically to gas tracer, increasing complexity or
radiation field.
In summary, astrochemistry impacts the PDF, PCA, SPS,
VCA, VCS, bicoherence, ∆-variance, wavelet transform,
and dendrograms. In order to accurately interpret the sta-
tistical signatures of molecular cloud properties and to di-
rectly compare simulations and observations, we recommend
including chemical modeling. Our results suggest account-
ing for the local radiation environment is especially crucial.
The results of prior work that excluded chemistry may be af-
fected. Our analysis, together with B16 and K17, underscore
the importance of the input assumptions to the responses of
turbulence statistics.
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Table 3. Model fitsa
Model PDF lognormal width SCF power-law slope SPS power-law slope VCA power-law slope Wavelet Transform power-law slope
CO1DAT 0.576±0.002 −0.132±0.006 −3.21±0.05 −2.97±0.03 0.61±0.02
CO1DT 0.458±0.002 −0.134±0.004 −3.12±0.04 −2.78±0.03 0.58±0.01
CO1D 0.430±0.001 −0.146±0.004 −2.82±0.04 −2.54±0.02 0.41±0.01
CO10D 0.439±0.002 −0.149±0.009 −2.80±0.03 −2.48±0.03 0.43±0.01
C1DAT 0.605±0.002 −0.103±0.006 −3.19±0.05 −3.01±0.03 0.60±0.01
C1DT 0.409±0.002 −0.148±0.004 −3.07±0.05 −2.85±0.04 0.56±0.02
C1D 0.264±0.001 −0.122±0.003 −2.81±0.03 −2.72±0.03 0.50±0.01
C10D 0.336±0.002 −0.147±0.004 −2.79±0.05 −2.75±0.05 0.50±0.01
aFit estimates and uncertainties for the PDF, SCF, SPS, VCA, and wavelet transform. The PDF lognormal width is calculated with a maximum
likelihood estimator. All power-law slopes are obtained using an ordinary least squares method.
Table 4. Model fits, continueda
Model VCS power-law slope at lower kv b VCS power-law slope at higher kv VCS break point (km/s)−1 Dendrogram feature number power-law slope
CO1DAT −1.92±0.02 −2.97±0.05 −0.06±0.01 −1.63±0.03
CO1DT −1.62± .02 −3.17±0.03 −0.12±0.01 −1.66±0.06
CO1D −1.78±0.02 −3.39±0.04 −0.03±0.01 −2.04±0.04
CO10D −1.36±0.03 −3.65±0.05 −0.13±0.01 −2.19±0.08
C1DAT −2.21±0.03 −4.38±0.07 0.03±0.02 −2.46±0.06
C1DT −1.48±0.03 −4.19±0.05 −0.10±0.02 −2.21±0.07
C1D −1.69±0.04 −5.18±0.08 0.02±0.02 −1.53±0.01
C10D −1.43±0.05 −6.0±0.1 −0.02±0.03 −2.09±0.05
aFitted power-law slopes and uncertainties for the VCS and Dendrogram feature number, which we calculate with ordinary least squares methods.
bSince the VCS fit is a segmented power-law, we report the fit information in three separate columns: the fit at lower velocity-frequencies, the fit at higher velocity-
frequencies, and the break point between the two power laws.
APPENDIX
A. STATISTICAL FITS
In Tables 3 and 4, we show all fit results for our statistical analyses.
